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External Envitonment Of a yniversity:,

Constraints and Possibilities

Organizational analysts are increasingly arguing that formalized environ-
,

me tal assessments should be initiated and integrated into strategic planning.,

YeJt universities face several major constraints in attempting to do so: high

rees of environment/organization interpenetration, diffuse and vague goals, .

.

contesting of goals, the "biat to knowing," loose coupling, the conservative .

academic culture, constrained resources, and the confliCt of turbulent,,environ-

merits withvarticipptory governance norms. This paper presents potential'

guidelines for establishing formal environmental asses$ftent in such a context,

evaluates and refines those guideline's on the basis of the results of an eXper-,

imental.envircinental assessment effott at a large research university, and

identifies several critical tensions associated with environmental assessm'ent,,

Theoretical and applied implications afe.iscussed.

I
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Formal Assessment of the External

Environment of a University:

Constraints and Possibilities

The field pf organza

two decades by the notion of

(1981) has stressed, "organi

their envirbnmenti, but are

resources frog outside their

by Perron (1979)i Thompson (

on theory has been radically reshaped in the past

the organization as an "open system." As S

nations are not closed systems, sealed off Goa_

open to and dependent on flows of personnel and

own system" (page 22). This point has been echoed,

1967), Pfeffer.and Salancick (1978), and numerous

others. As an "open system," each organization must provide inducements for

others to contribute to it'. Without appropriate inducements, such as lower

prices, attractive salaries; and valued products, the 'organization, nay_ prompt

individuals and other organizations to direct their money, time; or energy else-

where. In order to structure its inducements appropriately, an-organization

must effectively assess its external environment and respond to changes in it.'

The growth of this theoretical perspective has been paralleled by changet

in the prescriptive management and planning literature. Increasingly, that
a

literature has stressed the merits of a broadly-based strategic approach,

featuring a knowledgable but also intuitive environmental sensitivity in to

managers (e.g., see Thomas, 1980; Peters and Waterman, 1982). Thus the idea.

.organization surveys its environment in general, selects certain key environ-

mental issues, trendi, and domains for concentrated tracking, and feeds useful,

cues into its ongoing strategic decision making.

Precisely v)at484 environmental assessment?
;t1-77 4'

There are a numberill answers

available. Wilson (4983) has said there are two essential call for*

organizations facing uncertainty. Specifically, "one is a -t__ by

(vision the business), the other is a radar system (environmental analysis)
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to nick-out, rocks, reefs, headlands, and clear meter ahead" (page 4). Less

metaphorically,-the analyst who popularized the use of the term "scanning" to

refer to environmental assessment (Aguilar, 19671 page 1), has argued it is "the

activity of acquiring information... Lit fhcuses on] events and relationships in

a company's outside environment, the knowledge of which would assist top manage-

ment in its task of charting, the company's future course of action."

. A
While all -organizations assess their environments in some way, Aguilar

A

draws a distinction between all external information the manager receives, all

external strategic information the manager receives, all external strategic',

information the manager wants, and all. external strategic information the

manager needs. This distinction leads AguWar to propose that environmental

assessment can be made more efficient and effective by suppleienting undirected

viewing with conditioned viewing, and informal search with formal search.. In a

similar attempt to classify and rank the various approaches to environmental

assessment, Etzioni (1968) has counseled organizations to pursue "mixed

scanning," in which viewing of the general environment is blended with detailed

search of the,operating environment. Etzioni draws an analogy between mixed

scantling and the behaviors of aerial reconnaissanoe allots.
410

ecifit characteristics of environmental assessment are matters of

debate and context. Defined' by exclusion, the activity is usually conceived as

distinct from issues management, multiple scenario analysis, econometric fore-
`

casing, marketing analysis, internal organizational assessment, formalized

planning, or values. analysis (see Heydinget, 1983a; Heydinger and Zentner, 1983;

Pflaum, 1983; Foresight Task Force, 1983; Aguilar, 1967). Wilson (1983) has

proposed six critical characteristics of formal environmental assessment: 1) it

is integrated into the decision making and planning processes, 2) it is relevant
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4 .

to current and emerging issues, 3) it is holistic rather than 4) it
4 ,

,
-., ,.,is an iterative and continuous process, consisting both of generalized scanning

to spot trends and targeted monitoring to track critical trends, 5) it is

heuristic and exploritory rather'than predictive, and 6) it balances qualitative
- f

erpretive insi hts with quantitative data. Aguilar (1967) has defined the

activity as, systematic collection of external information in order to lessen

the randomness of.information flowing into the `organization and thus to provide

early warnings-for managers of changing external conditions.

The organixatiOnal uses of environmental-assessment have perhaps been most

precisely studied and described by Thomas (1980), whose studies of scanning

activities in various corporations have found it being used not only for mind-

stretching or educational purposestfor managers (e.g., as at General Millo), but

also for strategic policy development (gIBA-Geigy), the development of operating

plaits And programs (Citicorp), and the development of a frame of reference for

the annual budget (General Motor's Societal. Research'Group). Be concludes

that "broad- spectrum scanning need not be restricted to the beievolent

stretching variety but may be expected to have teeth_as well" (page 22).

Constraints in Assessing a University's External EnvirolOnt

In the abstract, the above ideas resonate with simplicity and common sense.-

But the less straightforward an organicati goals, technology, environment,

decision processes, and structure, the more difficulties it will face in put-

ting the ideas into action (see, for example, Stubbert, 1982). This proposition

implies some daunting hurdles for educational organizations, given their often

ambiguous goals and technology (Weick, 1978). Those hurdles say be higbe for

the university, perhaps the least straightforward of educational organizations
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(Cohen andldara, 1974; BaldrilFe,.1971°,

knowledge base may sees an ideal foundation

.

7).1 Whicle their heterogeneous

, -

environmental assessment, it is

argued here that universities face at least eigh *portant constraints. as they
*

seek to heed the ubiquitous calls for, environmental attention.

,First, as Burton Clark ,has notedql 3); \the disciplinary_mode Oforganiza-
'

tion'in higher education tears thy traditional distinction between organization

and enVirontent, to ihreds, "sinde
)

a large array of occupationally specified

! A
slices of the 'environment'llave basic representatipn.and loeatxon within the

'organization'" (page 31). Therefore, while the various research efforts on a
4\,

campus might be viewed as ongoing acts of sophisticated environmental moni-

, .

toring, the relation of the environmental intelligence thus gathered to the-
,

sustenance of the organizational whole is ambiguous. MOst would agree that 'a

university is more than the sum of its semi-autonomous and oftenlictively

peting disciplinary parts, 'but defi s own uniquely relevant environment is

a problematic exercise.

Second, that act of defining the uniquely relevant environment of a

university as a whole. is made even more difficult by the oft-cited vagueness and

diffuseness of the university's goals (Cohen and March, 1974; Baldridge,

1977). When confusion over the true goals of an enterprise is rampant, tOe

act of sorting the infinite noise of the world into relevant and irrelevant
4

environmental'stimuli is challenging', to say the least. In a sense, the

environment of the university, as an organization emoted by society a rather

open-ended charge to seekand dispense knowledge, is limitles'.

Third, when the goals of universities are not vague,, they are often

contested. The control of information flows can therefore be a source of

"'power. The highly politicized nature of many contemporary postsecondary



institution' makes the tole of iaformation gatherer_and dispenser a powerful,
f

one. Those in that rolecan help determine which particular issues arise in
!.

which particularforms at which particular times, and they can indirectly_or

directly influence Who is-iiven the right to set decision agendas on campus

(see Baldridge, 1977). In the ear ?y 1970's, controversy frequently a rose

4

over the proper organizational location of Institutional Research offices (e.g.,

see Dressel, 1971). Those believing the offices should be made an action-
.

oriented part of the executive staff came into direct controversy' with those

favoring a more neutral organizational role. The comparable controversy of the

1980's might be oversthe structuring and'staffing of the environmental

assessment effort. , .

Fourth," universities as organizations are afflicte withlt "bias for

knowing," to paraphrase Peters and Witerman (1982). The impulse for foolish-.

ness, intuitive action, speculation, and future-gazing is often quashed by

the restrained, rationality-oriented culture of the,academic setting. 'Yet

such impulses seem necessary not only for profitably using environmental' cues,

but also for establishing and empowering intensive environment-watching efforts

in the first place. Strategically oriented environment-watching, according to

its proponents, requires paying attention to more than the latest statewide

high-school enrollment figures or the most recent appropr ations data for

federal financial aid. Ii often requires the trusting o hunches, the tracing

of hints in obscure,non-academic publications $e.g. "futurist" 'literature), and

the aesthetic effort of piecing together "a story" out of disparate_ quantitative

and qualitative clues (Peters and Waterman, 1983; Cope; 1981a; Keller, 1983).

Fifth, the loosettouPling within` -most universities precludes the timely,

organization-wide'environmental responsiveness possible in other kinds. of
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organizations. Loose-coupling can serve organizations well by allowing localized
. .

adaptations to changes,. but t also can be a drain when institution -wide re-

sponse to an environmental anfe is dictated.= Weick (1978) has argued that

loose coupling allows bothlrchaic traditions and innovative improvisatidns to

be preserved. In universities, the former may be rather more likely to 'be found

than the latter due to the resistance of depkrtmental units both to change

imposed from above (Cark
'

1983) and to efforts-to involve them intimately in

institutional planning (Palola et al., 14271). Such characteristics of univer-

sities may limit staff acceptance, and the eventual odds of success, of

institution-wide environmental assessment (why bother, if top administrators

have only limited capability to affect the directions of the organization as a

whole?).

v.
Sixth, and similarly, the cultures and.histories of universities may

make them especially resistant to change. Faculty frequently refer to the

stability of the moral task of the university and to the inadvisability of a

"consumer" orientation on.the part of the citadel of reason (Riesman, 198

Keller, 1983; Cope 1981b). Environmental assessment, however, maybe por

100d,
in effect as a conscious seeking of chanr._ At the least, it involves a

seeking of improved adaptability to external change, As such, it repents

a challenge to the status me. Those contented with the status also may tend
.f

to be discontented with the establishment of formalized environmental assess-

vent.

Seventh, envirgnmental monitoring. can be time-consuming and costly. Major,

corporations that have established formal environmental scanning and moni-

toring programs have found that substantial investments of time are required

to do it well. For example, in order to better know its.potemtial consumers,

10



Sears monitors over 10 social, cultural, economic, political and technolOgical

trends in over 100 periodicals, and a Minneapolis agri-business consulting fifm ,

routinely monitors over 700,periodicals and over 20 issue areas (personal cos-

munications with the authors, 1,83). Universities rarely have he personnelefor

such intensive and extensive efforts. By necessity, assessment is likely to

become the responsibility of a shifting pool of faculty and staff working on a

part-time or volunteer basis.

Eighth, the environments of -many universities are turbulent (Baldridge,

1971), and this turbulence may conflict with dominant governance norms.

Turbulence precludes stable knoifledge and thus suggests a need for timely

assessment and action. Yet time is a scarce resource among both faculty and

staff, and institutions such as research universities tend to have'preferences

for participatory governance (Clark, 1983; Baldridge and Okimi, 1982). These

value systems are deeply held and can imply a need for environmental

gence to be widely disseminated prior to decision making. This flies in the

face of the demands of turbulent environments.

Despite these eight constraints on formal environmental analysisKotler

and Murphy (1981), Keller (1983),, Cope (1981a), and a number,of others have

argued that environmental assessment is a critical first step in university
lc 1

strategic planning. Given an inclination to proceed, one must attempt to blend

the exuberant literature of "the strategic management revolution" with the bit-

tersweet realities of contemporary university organization. It would seem that

the success of environmental. assessment in higher education depends upon its

being not only intuitive, creative, and strategically oriented, but also open,

representatively staffed, highly cost-effective, well-placed organizationally,

and extremely sensitive to the organization's political context. From this
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somewhat intimidating pirspective, a set of hard questioni%confroits admini

trators'itterested in initiating this effort: What will be 4ssessed? Who Mill
)

do it?. Soy will:the effort be organixedfOhat viii be its products?,-These
.

questions guidld-the,caSe etudy,analysis, described below.

The Case Study

This qualitative evalUelon is based on early results of an environmental

assessmentexperimeni2 initiated by the University of Minnesota in Judy, 1983.

The University of Minnesota, Tifin Cities is one of the largest campuses in the

world with over 45,000 students and a wide range of academic programs and pro-
,

fessional schools. The experimetI, in the form of %the Experimental. Teal for

Environmental Assessment (ETEA),'is being led by the second author of the paper;

the first author has been a participant and observer in the-team since its

formation.

k, .
.-...

Historical Context of the ETEA>,,,The activities discussed in this paper
.J.

were not the first effort by the University of Minnesota to integrate formal

environmental assessment into university planning. In the year preceding this

experiment, the central administration commissioned special papers on critical

external concerns from selected fsculty and staff members.' Two of the com-

missions were for lengthy treatments of pressing issues:- the dean of the grad-

uste school wrote on "developing fields of knowledge," and a faculty expert

wrote on "the Minnesota economy in the year 2000." Tour administrators were

asked to write shorter treatments of developing issues in the society, tech-
_

nology, the economy, and the vidity.3 'These six papers were used as background

information for the Strategic, planning cycles in 1982-83 and 1983-84.

. Stated Objectives of the ETEA. The Experimental Team for Envirolmental

12
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1

Assessment was seen b7 the Office of.the Vice, President for Academic Affairs as-,/

a vehicle for coordinating, systematizing, and intenlIfying the University's

environmental viewing. Ira initiation in the summer of 1983 represented an

attempt to "embrace,uncertainty." The team was to confront the unpredictability

of the future and Ite,"fuzziness" of the contemporary environml:wkth the

` objective of better delineating threats and dpportunities14see Heydinger,

1983a,b). The effort was to 1) inform the Pr'isident's inst4tutional planning

activities, 2) provide background information for institutional planning themes

and task forces, 3) expand the perspectives of university planners, 4) reduci

the chances of overlooking critical issues, and 5) produce environmental sce-
,

narioe,to aid planning,

From the beginning the effort was seen as separate from, but closely

linked to, "issues management.". The ETEA was to collect, organize, and dissem-

inate information on. specific issues as well as the g4neral environment; IAA it

was not to provide action recommendations (HeydingerV983a,b). The group was

thus to . engage both.in broadly defined scanning activities and in specific

tracking activities and 'to pursue neutrality in.both kinds of formal enyiiomental

assessment activities.

It is clear that the formation, of the ETEA was not meant to imply a kind of

.

envirohniental.determinipm regarding the tuture of the'University. Instead, the

scanning and tracking information was to be used as a resource:' "Successfill 0

institutions will be those,which'are able to broaden their strategic vision and

which ride the tides of'change while ant sacrificing those educational prin-

,, ciples they deem important,- To do so,, it is essential to look beyond our tradi-
,

;tonal organizational boundaries for ideas and information" (Heydingsr, 1983b,

page 5). _Some have suggebted that a university's adoption of environmentally

13
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aware strategic planning represents an abandoning'of abstract ideals regarding

what the university'shOuld be (e.g., see Young, 1981). No such intention was

evident at the University of Minnesota as the ETEA began its work.

Composition of the ETEA. The group vas composed4 of, seven, middle -level and

, r
junior administrators, one research fellow, and one junior faculty

#
member (the-

,
.

first author): All are white.andU.S. born. Most are Midwesterners by birth..
.,;,

,
TwO of the nine are women. the group spans ten years in age, from the early

thirties to the early forties. The team was chosen by the second author, the '

Assistant to the Vice President for. Academic Affairs, on the basis of both er-

sonal characteristics and organizational position. Most of the team have dot-
('

torates in the social sciences, none in the hard sciences; nne team member is an

attorney. None of the nine ETEA members had any pressure from superiors to join

the team. Their participation has been entirely voluntary.

The First Eight Months of ETEA. Since July, 1983, the ETEA has met roughly

biweekly. These meetings have been notable for lively, intensive discussions of

potential issues (often using as starting points short issue reports, prepared by

members), and for lengthy, ongoing debates on how best to orgabize the environ-

mental assessment efforts. In its early stages, the group began an ongoing

process of constructing and refining a list of critical issues for intensive

tracking by.the membership. That evolving list of twenty to thii=ty issues (e.g.,

electronic publishing, changing teenage values) continues to provide the organizing

framework for the group's activitiesin 1984.

On October 31 the group disseminated its only formal product to date: a

written report on the growing controversy over the, use of animals in research.

This four-page report was sent to the Associate Vice President for Academic

Affairs under a two -page cover letter. The cover letter stressed four methodol-

1 4
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ogical points: 1) the 'appropriate focus of ETEA is Invironmental assessment, not

"issues management;" 2) there is a possibility of "creating" an issue by paying
0

attention to it 3) ETEA is,comprised of lay people oriented to spotting an

issue, not experts analyzing it snit 4) ETEA was uncertain as to whom it should

send its products.

,

The _report, entitled "Emerging Issues: The Use of Aiimals for Research,"

-was well-receiVed. It was widely circulated among top adminstrators and the

Board of'Regents. Itas not, however, alone. The flurry of press reports oa

Athe "animal rights" issue in the - latter half of 1983 made the report only one of

several documents being considered in the debate among university leaders.5 In

such an environment, attaching independent effect's to the experimental te leq '

first efforts is difficult. Nonetheless, there was no evidence of either

distrust or ignoring of the group, its perspectives, or its report. The report

seemed to forM a useful adjunct but was not a pivotal element in the debates and

decisions that ensued on campus.

As of February 15, 1984, the group had produced no other reports. After

the release of the animal rights report, discussions returned to selecting the

most critical issues for stepped-up tracking and eventual report generation.

Discussions on the methodolOgy of 'the group also returned to prominence with the

institution of formal reading assignments ing considered as a supplement to
r4

the group's more informal efforts to track its list of core issues.

Research Design

With this history of the evolution of the ETEA as a backdrop, the'next
4'7

section of this paper contains a qualitative evaluation of these efforts in

environmental assessment The data for this evaluation are from three sources:

1) reports, memos, and.discussions relating to the group, 2) structured interviews
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-with. each of the group members, and 3) a structured intervieirmith the'primary

administrative consumer of the group's products. Thq interview structure was

guided by the concerns facing those considering the initiation of a 'scanning

effort. It featured six open-epdedlquestions$ 1) whether to assess the

environment, 2) what to assess, 3) who should do the amsessing,4) how should

the assessing be organized, 5) what should'the produets of,aisessment be, and 6)

how well has the experiment gone sofar?.

Numerous criticisms may be raised regarding the validity'of evaluations

conducted by
.

, L
y,people performing the work beingevalnated.:,We recognize those;

..,yet we have made-a concerted effort,to.make a valid, objective presentation.
,

. -

While others were consulted regarding the factual 'hases of :our inferences, the

ultimate responsibility for qualitative judgments lies-with the authors alone.

Presentation of the "findings" from this case are organized into the six

essential questions delineated above. To further organize the discussion, the

findings for four questions are preceeded by our'initial hypotheses regarding

the optimal approach for establishing environmental assessment in the university.

These hypotheses themselves areas much products of the ETEA as guiding frame-

works for it. They were generated by the authors in the early months of the

effort, on the basis, of. organizational, theory, the eight constraints noted at

the outset of this paper, the literature on strategic planning in higher educe-

'tion, and the very early, meetings of the ETEA. As such, the hypotheses formed

reference points for the Interviews and analysis conducted in later months.

Respondents in turn reacted to the interview questions in ways that informed

revision of the existing hypotheses and generation of anew ones. The text that

follows is aimed aeportrayini'that ongoing interaction of theory and practice.

It'is our inteniion that thi;iormat will add a significan ney dimension to the

0

4 1.6
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literature on environmental assessment. That literature, in our judgment,

long.on prescription, long on description, and shc4t on analytical insight.

Ilypothesettand Findings

N.

Should,Universities Formal1y Assess Their External Environments? None

_ZS
of the'int]erviewed sample believed that environmental assessment should be

abando. Despite significant differences over process, staffing, and

substance, the effort itself was judged worth continuing by all concerned.

'The ?lit written product of the group was mentioned by some as organizationally

valuable and a clear idication of the potentials of assessment efforts.
.,

Seveill'respondent,Omen'tioned the pressing need for all administrators to.

ive ways and saw a role, for this group as-anthink in environm#0111Ay sensi

ongoing prod in
,

that i=directon, 'beyond its role as informant and interpreter
.,

-IV
rega4ing.specific external developments.

What Bhoul,d Be Assessed? Four hypothesized guidelines were formulated by

4 author* idlthe early stages of the ETBA. First, frame the assessment effort

4 °
broad tefta, i.e;, consider socio-cultuial, technological, economic, and

ical kipsugs Of possible relevance for "the conceivable university," rather

se4issyes and trends of probable relevance for the institution as

'Second, identify issues and trends of campus-vide signifi-
4

k''on matters of only parochial, disciplinary signifiCance.

one disc

edt issues or treads solely because they arise mainly out of

ne's "turf," e.g., computer science or biochemistry. Fourth, be

selective

Identify at first a broad typology of domains for scanning (e.g., quality/
otk

the information technOlogy revolution, etc.), as discussed

above, thea'pick apecifice especially pressing, subtopics for inteasive tracking

in
<

the issues and trends picked for the most intensive monitoring.

equality concerns,
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(e.g trends in computer acciss among various secondary school populations,

recent changes in the publishing industiY). Undoubtedly, resource constraints

will not permit a full-blown effort in each specific area of intemest.

While no one subsequently interviewed disagreed significantly with any of

these four initial hypotheses, the terviews suggested that the true dif

ficulties of subject matter were not touched upon by the generally phrased

guidelines. The primary disagreement of the respondents focuse on the precise

"location" of the university's environment. One is reminded of the classic line

airT)M the Pogo comic strip (slightly paraphrased), "We have bet. the environment

and he is us," On one side of the issue were those who believe one need only
tEElle

look inside the university to see its environ nt. Be.cause of the extensive

interpenetration of the university by its envir . ';ent, there may be little

reason to scan in the usual sense. illpstead,'students, faculty, and staff may'

daily be providing the raw material to be scanned, if only the environmental

assessors would look in-the right places and in the right ways. Opposed to this

perspective were those who believe strongly in the need to look beyond the

institution's boundaries in order to understand its present and anticipate its

future. They argue that the environment, is unknowable from largely "local"

information sources. One of the followers df this perspective cautioned against

the inevitable temptation of highly eduated administrators and faculty to scan

only "inside their heads."

A milder topic of disagreement came ovey the question of establishing a

formal assessment approach, such as individual reading assignments based on the

"STEP" approach (social, technological, economic, and political/legal categories,

respectively; see Cope, 19810. Specifically, 1) should everyone scan for the

same general issues? 2) should everyone scan specifically aesigned.materials or
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simply follow their own reading pattern? 3) should formal criteria be estab

lished for the acceptance of an issue, such as, those generated through a

probability/impact matrix? (see Cope, 1411a), and 4) has the groupla scanning
4

and tracking been focused, too much or too little on "social" factors, as opposed

to matters of technology? On the latter'point, there was general agreement that

the group's concerns thus far had been largely socioeconomic, but disagreement

over whether this was warranted. Some stated that universities are "social"

institutions and that the group's expertise is socialscience based, while

others saw this approach as too narrow in the face of the muchheralded

"information age."

A third area of little clear consensus'among the group involved the sources

to be pursued. These disagreements involved not only the range of subject

matter but also the degree to which the sources were primary , journal

articles) as opposed to secondary (e.g., Berkeley caupus uepapers, the

Washington ). For the latter, the risk is "old news," while for the fOrmer

the costs can be prohibitive.

The respondents tended to endoriepore intuitive approaches for selecting

*
those issues which should be carefullyp-acked. While there was broad discus

sion of criteria (such as probability, impact, strategic opportunity or threat,

degree of malleability, etc.) in its early months, the ETEA has thus far not

developed formal decision criteria. One member'suggested the group scan and

track "the big things, whatever they are." Another suggested the ETEA focus on

whichever issues have the potential to give busy university leaders "cause to

pause."

Who Should Do the Assessing? There were three initial guiding hypotheses

on this topic. First, conduct the effort openly and with representative

1 9
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participation from various segments of castpus life, i.e., do notLignore the

political, nature of; the institution or the bias to equal participation rights

among its constituencies. An aura of neutrality, tolerance of contioversy and

usefulniss is important, both in picking the areas to be assessed and.in

actually assessing those areas. That aura will be difficult to achieve if

environmental assessment is to be done solely by the universj:ty's planning

staff. Second, take advantage of discipline-based environmental intelligence

available on campus. It would be expensive and politically inexpedient to do

'otherwise (e.g., see Baldridge and Okimi, 4982; Cope, 1981a,b). Third, include

the Public Affairs Office in the effort. These offices often subscribe to

clipping services and have experienced readers of the political and social

winds. What is more, the act of initiating formallenvIronmentar scanning uay be

perceived as a threat in those offices if they are not involved at the start.

The three hypOtheses were not wholly supported by those interviewed. No

one disagreed with the recommendation that Pnbli Affairs staff be involved in

the tlam, but the agre7nt with the recommendation of oillennessand represen-

tativeness was.qualified. The sticking point involved not the advisability of

openness but the definition of'representativeness: There was a sense among some

respondents that tod much diversity, or size, could cause the group to collapse.

n's voluntary nature might be too fragile to accommodkte the inherent tensions

or confjlicts of diversity. Indeed, a second respondent suggested representa-

tiveness may be bought at the cost of suspicions regarding the reasons one has

been invited. On the other side, some respondents strongly supported the idea
2

of a formal, organizationally based representation scheme (e.g., inviting some-

one from each of the Vice Presidents' offices) and a more balanced mix of team

members (as to race, age, gender, position, disciplinary background, and so

forth).

2
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There was also some, disagreement as to the ways in which the group should

employ faculty expertise. NO one doubted its value, but a number of tradeoffs

4%
were raised. Several commented that ultimate responsibility for initiating and

sustaining planning should lie with university planning and institutional
.

esearch staff, thus their role should be central. The administrative user of

t e ETEA's products stressed that-the data arm of the university, the office.

of institutional research, should be fully integrated into thc envier; mental.

, assessment effort. Its expertise and i s tradition of "contracting" with

faculty and others as sources of expertise should not be bypassed. This officer

commented that the ETEA would ideally blenhe energy and talent of faculty,

-. ,

as

1

evideved in the various committe s of the University Senate, with the re

sources and stability of IR. Others commented that faculty need incentives to
'

participate, particularly those who are not professionally interested in manage
.

ment and planning techniques. a research.institution, such incentives can be

.difficult to create. Also mentioned was the tradeoff between'the high levels of

political legitimacy that could be provided By senior faculty versus the greater

time, energy, and even quality that might come with junior faculty.

This issue of junior versus senior team members was applied by some

respondents to the staff participants as well. To the extent the group is e

seen as "the kids off playing," as one said, thei effq s may be, only toler

ated bemusedly, rather than given serious attention. On the other hand, the

energy and time demands on senior executives would constrain their efforts.

Regardless of the team composition, several respondents noted that it is

important that those responsible for environmental assessment /bi people who are

knowledgeable of the cultural and organizational characteristics of the univer

sity (its activities, people, "boundaries," etc.). Attention to broad categories

.0/
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of team member. characteristics (e.g., junior versus senior) should not supplant
4.0

attention to this basic prerequisite for for membership.

Two "mixed" staffing ideas were suggested by. the respondents., One involved

using faculteY only as "scanners," Serious tracking and monitoring of individual

issues would be the province of he planning staff. A second Suggestion

involved supplementing the ETEA members' efforts by sending their products out

to external review teams (e.g., corporate scanners, private consultants in the

field). This is an approach used by Shell Oil Company to "calibrate" its
-..._,- ,, 1

inhouse environmental,assessmentefforts and thereby avoid internal biases.

How to Organize he Assessment Effort? For this question, four initial

guiding hypotheses were proposed. First, instill a "bias to action".among those
4

-involved. Stressing the need
D
for attention to ariSkug environmental issue* canoA. "N

be partiof an effort to galvanize a "sleepy" or "hunkered - down" campus populace.

Providing u0eful products early on can be an important element in the survival

and auCCesS of a new assessment effort. Second, tress publicly the potential
3

role of environmental assessment in preserving the institution and its tradi-

tions, as well as its potential role in bringing about major changes in direc-

tion. For example, concentrated monitoring may suggest actions that can save an

ailing geography or classics department.

Third, begin environmental assessment on a modest, experimental level.

Allow its initial successes and failures to determine its usefulness and format

for future purposes at the institution: The voluntary team or task-force

approach, with a fairly open-ended charge, may promote levels of creativity and

cos./tient greater than those engendered by appointing committees or assigning

job responsibilities. Fourth, to the extent possible, clotely link the iden-

tification of core issues for assessment,- scanning, and tracking. Because

-22
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tbe,prosess of environmental assessment is rather vbolistic, there should be

continuity and connection among the core activities of assessment. Ideally, a

"story" should result from the various "readings." Constructing that story is an,

act of art and intuition as mud) as technical competence. Unbundling the pro-

cess into distinct parts of the institution or parts of the story can thwart

success.

Diversity was expected and found in the responses of,the interviewees to

the ."hcrio to organize" question. ,The organizational issue had grown in salience

Over'the fist eight monthi-as the ETEA moved from broad-ranging discussions

into production and dissemination of its first report. There were no respon-

A
debts who saw the group solely as a'debating.gropp, sot thhypothesis regarding

- seeking to encourage a "bias to action" in the institution was generally suii-

ported. Several stressed that the urge for action should not always be slowed

by feelings of "inadequate data." For the group, the value of the artistic,

intuitive aspects of scanning and tracking, as well as strategy formation,

outweighed the "inevitability of incompleteness" -and errors." The focus was on

aiding.univeraity alertness and decisions.

Stressing the potential role of preservation as well as change clearly

seems premature in the Minnesota setting. For the respondents, the more imme-

diate political issue for the'ETEA is establishing its legitimacy for any effec-

tive power whatsoever, After eight months the group has, yeleo threaten anyone

as a potential source for real change, so it is far from a need to confront

Anyone regarding its potential for preservation.

The organizational underpinnings of political legitimacy were therefore a

matter of concern for everyone in the ETEA as well as the administrative con-
s

surer of the-group's products. While no one saw benefit in beginning the ETEA

23
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on a more official, formally charged levelt all agreed on the growing need for

some "official blessing" and the designation of a somewhat more formal status.

But the natural follow-up issue, i.e., whether-the group should remain largely

ad hoc and voluntary, was more disputed. The need for legitimacy seemed best

met by formal representation schemes and a defined place within the organiza-
r

tion's wuchlre and standatd procedures; but tie need for energy, open-

endedriess, and quality seemed best met by a less obligatory, less defined end
ftp

.state. This tension as emphasized by several respondents, but few concrete
, .

Suggestions 'for resolution were macie.7
;.)

The possibility of working as an advisory. group to the planing Vice

Fresident.was mentioned by several respondents. There leas, however, somT reser-

vation expressed abopt the political wisdom of incorporating the group entirely
,

into the existing staff/job context of planning,at the universi . One respon-

dent expressed a fear that total incorporation might lead the grou to take on

the unfortunate characteristics of the typical scanning office-ih the corporate

world. She describes such offices as "a blaze of efficiency but a candle of

effectiveness," Another said that the ETEA might grow to "take on the best

aspects" of both a campus senate committee and a planning staff working group.

In other words, the group, might seek to combine the high levels of energy,

creativity, autonomy, and legitimacy of a faculty group with the special exper-

tise, continuity, and efficiency of an administrative team.

Whatever the balance of formal and informal in organizingkthe effort,

several respondents noted that both the "bias to action" of the effort and its

political legitimacy would be served by proximity to true decision making

authority. For example, on a capus with faculty dominance in governance pro-

cesses, the prospects for success in an environmental assessment effort may lie'

24
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in direct negative relation to the "organizational distance" of the effort from

powerful faculty decision makers.

The fourth hypothesis suggested that the identification of broad environ-

mental issue domains for scanning be closely linked organizationally tb the
fr

actual.activiIies-of scanning and tracking. In other words, the organizational

"processing" of an issue should proceed smoothly from ayaguely perceived threit

for.opportunity into a better kinidyn matter on which university leaders are
. 4!

informed. Whether the respondents accepted the notion of close linkage depends
-

on how one defines "close." Some group members favored a partial decoupling,.

with faculty performing tasks of general issue of identification and scanning

and staff playing key roles in translating,the faculty work into $articularized

information gathering, systematizing, and weighting. One respondent mentioned

that various s aff are always involved in tracng certain issues, such ap stu-

dent aid funding developments and federal research contract regulations. Thus

the real contribution of the assessment group migtit'cOme not from removing some

of this responsibility from staff but rather from providing it with less random

organization and a broader grounding in likely future developments.

To the extent universities, like all organizations, have "sladk" in the

form of resources waiting to be directed (March, 1982), helping to inform the.

"future views" of strategic planners represents a use of slack that may be both

organizationally distinct and valuable. Perhaps the proper role of faculty

environmental assessors, the respondents hinted, lies in the special charge of

helping to "position" the university for the future. The details of creating a

strategy may best be left to administrators.8

Emerging from the interviews was a global concern for organization which

linked a number of the hypotheses. Several of the respondents focussed upon- the

25
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interrelated issues of who sets the agenda of the environmental asseasors, what
0 4

form of external input is appropriate, and what channels should be fp4lowed pro- ,

.

cedurally. for the product mf. the group? One ETEA member suggested the group.

independe4 set its Wda "of critical isslies, then produce products which

form the bes f r 'upper-level administrator feedback into the-group. Thus the.

products are to be re !fed to fit ipeciTic.organizational-needs, but the agenda

is to be forMed óutidepf the domimant world view of adminiseritive leadership.

V-#.1-
Anothef team member saw thidsrevel of team autonomy in agenda-setting as a

.,. ...: . - - -..'t

-.-.
liability ih.estaWArrg O

,. .....

closer ties ,to,pragovtAt,11. on -orieAted admilistrators. Allowing the Vice
b ,k,!..., , - .e

4,1 ''. 4-L- ' ''r., -.
President for, Plennifikg to° a4the team agendq, he argued, would more effectively

4, ,...., , ;

nilatidtal Legitimacyled stressed a need for

integratepadd utilize the am 1 s_efforts. The general tone of the group re-
. ,s , Z7,

spouses seemed tb:faveir thi.....more autonomous course, but the question remains

0 Onthe 400tiiikeOf procedural channels should be constructed for

,0d. 4

group products, there vete.- er differences among the group, but a clear sense71

t
that this issue deserved mare attention. Would the channels be routinized as

standard operating. Procedures or determined ad hoc depending on the particular

subject matters being addressed? This question will likely occupy greater ETEA

time in the forthcoming months.
.

1011st to Produce?. -Twd initial hypotheset were formulated regarding the

34
ideal products of thelassessment effort. First, produce products oriented to

administrative/governance usefulness. The products should be accessible to

busy people. The ultimate form'of the produo.1d be dictated by the use-

fulness criterion, as applied to the issue at hand. If a written product is

appropriate, bear in mind that the crisp executive summary, sot the footnoted

41,-Ationale will' be thipmost visible and most used product. Regardless of whether

26



am issue's prmeatation is best dome in:written or oral f that presentation

should tIAl/ a4oiladerstandable, believable -story, and inspire faith is the more
' 4- - * ° -

4etaileVine4141 lies,behind it. Usefulnilis should be broadly defined
-

(for ezample,relevancefor adatnistrators' short-tern decisionssis dot always

essential for Product to be seen as useful). Second, orient products to the

specificatioi!oUlocts andalternitirea,Thof to aCtion-rfcommandatiOns. The

ideal role df the assessors may be viewed airsimilaeto that of the Cougres-

sional Budget Office in Washington: deterlinedly neutral advisors to the gover-

nance process, at the ser3pce of all parties to that process.

,The,question of what to produce occupied a gond deal of attention in the

interviews and in ETEA meetings.The one written product ofthe group, the

report one animal rights, "happened" rather than evolved as part of a comPrihen-
-

sive strategy on products. Nevertheless, this report had vile important traits:

the issue had immediate implications; the report was. short; it was clear/y.4s

reflective of
,a growing trend; and it provided information that-might not other-

'Wise reach leaders' hinds,( summaries of action taken 4:41 other campuses).

Importantly, although t

, animal rights issue, it

addressing the issue.

40
The report met the

eport!did not recommend "the best" way to manage the
,

did outline several-actioa,options for. administrators

criterion of
.

related schoola of thought, hoWeveri

usefulness. There were several inter-
.

as to whether focussing on such specific

issues as animal rights reports should represent a standard for
- e

sblee respondents, the critical'
a

e group. For

iterion seemed to botthatithe products help

leaders avoid the oversights and errors 9f thapast,,such e4. the twin mistakes

of the 'late aiztiesand"seventies Iuot seeing the "baby bust" early on, nd'nor

realizing the significance of the budding women's rights povenent). As ofie

I; I



respondent commented', environmental assessment should provide products that give
jof

the University "a mirror on its unconscious prejudicei." Such products could be
0
specific or general in focus. Other respondents stressed the need for specific

products that directly shape organi "anal beh iors. Su ch products should

7t ...outline how developing ispues will on the rganizatioU, by'iray of detailed

analysis of the organization'scentral constituencies, its various structures

and its. various processei (for an example of this perspective, see Mafross,

1983).

Regardless of their views on specificity, through, several respondents

suggested that useful products need not cause behavioral change.. Instead, the

basic goal for a product should be'to lead toeither behavioral change or a

conscious decision not to change, Raising the consciousness of leaders regarding

an issue is thus the bottom line for evaluating scanning and tracking efforts.

Respondents unanimously felt that scanning and tracking products, even if

focussellion eminently disruptive events, sipld blend short-term issues with
t*'

longer-term concerns. One group member commented that the products which will

. be most appreciated (those with a short-term, pragmatic approach) may be

distinct from those which are most useful (those With 'a longer term, strategic

approach). 'Another commented, "A successful scanning eort will balance short-
.

term, utiliarianproducts with longer7term, broad efforts. 'Scanning to set the

,context for.planning will require.a broad vantage point; issues, management may

more frequently focus on short-term decisions."

When, the interviews turned to the ideal nature of "useful products,"the

respondents were generally ,orien ted toward "letting a tbousand flowers bfoom,"

Among the ideas generated were a campus-wide convocation, trend4nalysis news-,

letters, brief emerging issue reports, the pursuit of'"jazz and flash" in

various kinds of reports and presentations,,bi-annual seminars for top

281
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administrators, and off-campus retreats for leaders and environmental assessors.

Several ETEA respondents mentioned the need for the products to be both infoi6-

..

ative (not duplicating other ififormation*Pready widely available on campus) and

modest in tone, reflecting as necessary the team's lack of expertise or lack of

monopoly on expertise regarding an issue at hand.

There were also several statements in favor of fitting products to the spe-

cific user audience and issue at hand. This point is supported by the practice

titHoneywell corporation, where regular issue reports have evolvedto a lean,
7

informative style d id of unnecessary'words. For example, in reports

regarding dev pments in federal legislation, no bill numbers, committee nazis,

Congressmem er names, or detailed quantitative specifics appear. Only the

necessary infor =ti4n core is disseminated (Bright and Beer, 1984).

A more adicalAapproachLto "useful" producti is to consider the process
.

of environmental assessment itself to be the central product. Regarding higher

educaiion planning in general, this point has been made by several analysts (see

Cope, 1981b; Cohen and March, 1974; Baldridgeand Okimi, 1982; various chapters

in Jedamum and Peterson, 1980). One team member suggested that, by turning

around idea& and challenging various perspectives dn the work, the ETEA group's

dialogues re ntroduced a long lost and much valued ingredient into the current
4

university. Many staff and faculty are trained to think in such term, but few

receive incentives to do so in their. everyday work. Moreover, if employee (sat-

*
isfaction and growth may be considered aspects of organizational effectAaeness,

L
....

as suggested by Cameron (1978), then environmental assessment may be defensible

in and of itself, regardless of its utility for meeting other organizational

objectives. However, the danger of env ronmental aisessnent which functions as

no more than an outlet for staff needs is its capacity to spawn what one ETEA.
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neither called "an articulate but frustrated intelligentsia," producing much talk

but proaking little organizational change. Environaental assessment could

-become a sterile, marginal exercise. The uSefulness'of such an, outcome seems

cluestionable..

The second produet hypothesis called for the. summary of information and

facts, not recommendations for action. The responses of the ETEA aembers and

the outside administrative "consumer" diverged somewhat on this hypothesis.

The group members tended toward a more -neutral posture, whereas e senior

administrator tended toward a more activist approaCh. Nevertheless, all seemed

reasonably content with the middle approach (mroducts providing a listing and,

discussion ofxoptions avairable to administrators for dealing-with a developing

trend or issue). Indeed, this was the approach followed by the ETEA in its one

written report.

Evaluating the ETEA: As presented earlier, the. winery objectives of ETEA

were to embrace uncertainty and thereby to 1) inform the President's institutional

planning activities, 2) provide background information for institutional planning

themes and task forces, 3) expand the perspectives of university planners, 4)

reduce the chances of overlooking critical issues, and 5) produce environmental

scenarios to aid planning. In the opinion of the authors and all of the respoli

dents, eight months is far too short a life span to allow definitive conclusions

regarding the effort's performance on these criteri;.9

Respondents were therefore quite tolerant of -tile group's lengthy debates on

process and substance, and its not having produced much written output in its

first eight months. Attendance and enthusiasm in February were as high as in

the ETEA's first months. In meetings in January and early February, however,

'gentle pressure began to mount within the group for closure on some methodological
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issues. Good-natured ribbing about the group's progress became a bit more

frequent, as did friendly pleas for greater structure.

If the group were ranked on its, performance thus far on the five objec-

tives, it would receive its_higkest ranks on objectives 3 and 4, somewhat lover

rank for objective 2, and "incompletes" for objectives 1 and 5.. Since these

objectives are unchanged, the extent to which the ETEA can erase the

"incompletes," improve on objective 2, and mainoinband improve performance on
. -

objectives 3 and 4 will play a major role in determining its future.

.

Evaluative Summary: Critical Tensions in Environmental Assessment

Organizationaf tensions regarding. environmental assessment at the Solver-

.

sity of Minnesota seem to be revolving around tV
'

elve concerns. These concerns

may be presented as sets of opposed decision alteriatives. To the extent the

institution bends in one direction in acting on a concern, it encounters one

vector of benefits and costs. To the extent it bends in the opposite direc-

4 tion, it encounters a distinctly different vector of benefits and costs. These

critical concerns are highlighted below. Each is drawn from the results pre-
--

sented above.

Tension 1: Credibility versus Quality.. The potential environmental
assessors with the greatest organizational credibility and legitimacy
bray not be the same acthe potential environmental assessors with the
greatest degree of commitment, energy, and creatipity to provide to the
effort.

Tension 2: Issue Management versusiIssue Identification and Analysis. To
the extent assessors orient themsellves to recommending specific actions
they bend away from the more neutral, passive role of analytic staff and
into the politically charged arena of organizational decisions. Team
composition, structure, process, and prospects are closely tied to this
choice.

Tension 3: Interpretation versus Information. A number of authors have
argued that managers most need interpretations of the organizational con-
text, not comprehensive, structured summaries of organizational data. The
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"artistic" aspects oftenvironmental assessment in an unpredictable world.
demand it involve4iniierpreration,

yet "rational" management may prefer a"just the facts" approach.10

Tension 4: Diversity versus 'Homogeneity. There are clear benefits in
making-environmental assessment teams; representative not only of dif-
ferent sociocultural backgrounds but also of different areas of pro-
fessional competence. Yet, a diverse array of viewpoints may obstruct
group, productivity to such an extent theta(' products are forthcoming.

Tension 5: Voluntary Participation versui Staff Assignment. The ETEA
has benefited appreciably from voluntary participation. Team members
brought With them enthuiiasm and commitment that might not be present
if they had been assigned this task. Yet, when forced to compete with
formal job responsibilities, scanning and tracking have fallen low on
people's priorities when allocating their time.

Tension 6: Groups versus Individuals. The ETEA differs from its prede-
cessor efforts at the University of Minnesota in its group focus. Earlier
efforts were more individual, contracted at the request of top adminis-
trators. Group process can be slow, particulailyion open-ended tasks such
as envirq$lmental scanning; 'but it can also be creative and synergistic.
The choice of approath depends on administrator preferences and
constraints.

Tension 7: Passive versus Active Attention. Issues growing slowly in
importance are not noticed. as much as those growing swiftly. Strategic
planning drives out strategic thinking. Management information systems
drive out truly valuable information. These are some of the organiza-
tional nightmares mentioned frequently by analysts of organizational
innovation and change (Van de Ven, 1983; March, 1982). A central
challenge to environmental assessorellis creating incentives for active
attention in a context_that may well be programmed for passivity. Ad
Van de Ven has stressed (1983), a critical problem of innovation and
change is "the management of new ideas into good currency." Doing so
requires leadership that is not only technologically adept (i.e., able
to place_the change in an effective organizational context for maximum
efficiency), but also institutionally adept (i.e., able to integrate the
change into longstanding institutional myths, traditions,. rituals,
beliefs, cultures, and so forth).11

Tension 8: Process versus Products. To the extent an environmental
assessment effort is conducted with the continuing and active partici-
pation of top leaders, that effort can afford to focus on process, i.e.,
debates, interactive presentations, and so forth. To the extent the
effort proceeds independent of top leaders, "tangible products" such as
reports, newsletters, and lectures may become more necessary. The more
the effort must rely on products rather than process, the less likely it
is to be an integrated element in strategic,decision making.

Tension 9: "'Dig" versus "Small": When environmental assessment efforts
consider the more global and abstract aspects of the institutional envi-
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ronment (such as the "informition revolution"), the efforts tike on an
abstract, speculative quality. While these considerations may indeed be
the special aid valued province of environmental assessment, arguments
can be made ilvfavor of taking` on meaner, more manageable chunks of
reality. The latter approach may be More acCepted by leaders and more
amenable to coherent interpretation and decisiOns.12

Tension 10: Centralized'Strategy versus Centralized Coordination. Despite
the recent spate of articles and books lauding and encouraging the strate-
gic revolution in American higher education, the jury is still 'out on the
substantive promise of this approlth (see Baldridge and Okimi, 1982;..
Dill, 1982). Clark (1983) has argued that-organizational factors
strongly determine the fate of ideas'and reforms in higher education,
and an organizational model in which the center holds and the top domi-
nates does not fit academic organizations well. Clark's,vork implies
that the decentralized, loosely-coinpled nature of American universities
may inject be central ingredients in productivity and progress in
research, t hing, and service. Thus the potential Of environmental
assessment y he measured by the degree to which it can,be adjusted to
fit the di parate predilections of powerful academic units while not
foregoing a healthy Orientation to the good of the institution as a'
whole.

Tension 11: Governance versus Management. To date, the University of
Minnesota assessment experience has been tilted to the "managers" of the
institution, not the "governors," i.e., the University Senate. As such
it is lost closely attached to those concerned with issue management and
leaseittached to those involved in determining an overall policy
approach. There are inevitable benefits and,costs attached to this
Approach.

Tension 12: Tight, Direct Connections versus Loose, Indir
The channels and couplings associated with environment seamen
efforts are central to the fate of such efforts within e organization.
The challenge to leaders valuing this activity is to connect the efforts
to other parts of the organization productively. These connections
involve matters of team membership, team process, product channels, feed-
backloops, sponsorship, composition, and authoritydelegation. The

iconstruction of appropriate Channels and couplings is no easy matter. As
Van de Ven (1983) has suggested, impeccable logic in connections at the
micro-level in an organization may lead to nonsense logic at tbe macro-
level.

Implications

The experimental environmental assessment effort at Minnesota is in its
a.

infant stages. Its longer term results will be significant in several respects.

First, they will.provide some tentative guidance as to whether such an effort is

generally warranted in research universities. Of course, the results will not
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be precise enough to dictate yes/no answers to the question for any institution

in any situation. As Iliarki (19$3), Keller (1983), and numerous others have

stressed, the degree of organizational diversity in Aairican higher education is

remarkable. Even when restricting the sample to research universities, institu-

tions vary tremendously in the degree to which they represent fertile ground for

strategic innovations like formal environmental assessment. Nevertheless, the

results from Minnesota will be useful as first approximatiofis.

Second, these long term results will hint at the more useful and less use-

ful organizational structures and processes for environmental assessment in uni-

versities. The discussion above of results and tensions highlights the major

stances taken in the earliest months of the Minnesota experiment. These deci-

sions may come to be the groundpnyhich the effort eventually stands or fills.

Whatever the fate of the Minnesota work, lessons will be learned.

Third, the long-term results will provide guidante as to the specific kinds

of environmental assessment best done in un ersity settings, and the kinds best

left to outside agencies. Consulting organizations doing scanning are becoming

plentiful, but some authors have suggested the novel possibility of national or

regional consortia of postsecondary institutions for scanning (e.g., see Cope,

1981a,b). Along those lines, one institution could take the lead, selling its

efforts to other similar institutions. Alternatively, a group of institutions

could arrive at a division of labor, segmenting and parceling out different

aspects of scanning and tracking. It would seen such an idea might be most

appropriate' for broader objectives, such as the production of a probability/

diffusion matrix or a value profile for various events or trends. Integrating

such efforts into strategic objectives might best be conducted at the institu-
_

tional level.
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Fourth, on a more theoretical level, the longer-term results will provide

evidence for organizational analysts on the methods and effectiveness

environmental assessment in loosely- coupled, politicized, professional organize-

tions. A number of concerns have been raised in this paper regatding the com-

position and context of environmental assessment teams. It romans to be seen

whether these significant tensions can be dealt with effectively or whether the

historic qualities of academic organizations will frustrate yet another organi-

zational import from the corporate sector.13

In sum, the short-term results presented here are in many ways preludes to

the ultimate evaluation of the Minnesota experiment. They nevertheless are

significant,alOtheseveral fronts outlined above. If the organizational

power, energy, and talent of those oriented to environmental assessment are not

sufficient to allow then to establish and defend an initial organizational niche_

from which the effort may be nurtured, then the longer term issues of technique

and eventual benefits are moot. Therefore, it seems clalarly worthwhile to

engage in ongoidg analysis of the process, products, and roles of formal

environmental assessment as it evolves.



roarmaris

1. The literature of educatiois full of references to the institutional

"environment," but this /literature tends to define. the term as the internal

social climate of the institution, rather than its external context (see
. , ..

Moop, 1979: Astin, 1968). txcept wh ere otherwise rioted, this paper uses
IS1..

the terw as it is usually used in general, organization theory, i.e., to

refer to the external context of the institution.

2. Two clarificdtions of meaning are necessary here. First, the use, of the

term "experiment" here is, of course, not meant to imply a formal experiment

in the scientific sense. -Rather, what is intended is a more colloquial

sense of an experiment, i.e., a trial endeavor in an organization. Second,

the phrase "environmental assessment" is used in this paper to include both

environmental "scanning" and environmental "monitoring" or "tracking." The

literature is divided over whether "scanning" includes "tracking" and

"monitoring." We see these as somewhat distinct activities, so we employ

"assessment" as the inclusive term in the paper. 1p

3. These four focuses (society, technology, economy, and polity) have often

been suggested as the ideal organizing breakdown for environmental scanning

efforts. This "STEP" approach is reviewed in a number of sources'(for

example, see Cope, 1981a,b).

4. The group as described here is the group which conducted the great majority

of the work of the experimental team. Others (some of higher administrative

and faculty rank) drifted in and out, particularly at the beginning of the

process. This fluid, but valuable, participation largely disappeared after

about two months.
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5. For evidence of press attention to the issue,- see The Washington Post

(November 13, 1983), The Chronicle of Higher Education (September 7, 1983),

Science News (July.20, 1983). The ETEA report itself (Ad Roc Team on

Environmental Assesiment, October .31, 1983) is available upon request to

the authOrs. The report was issued under the authorship of the "Ad Hoc

Team" rathei than the "Experimental-Teas," but that choice-vas temporary and

reflected only a change in name, not substance.

6. The public information officer within the group buttressed this point by ray of

AP
a strikingly ironic example regarding the difficulty of anyone "knowing" a

giant university. It seems that many large institutions use major national

news media (e.g., The New York Times, The Washington Post) as a main source a'

of information regarding their faculty members and researcheA. Having found

formal mention of campus research project in such a source, university admin-

istrative staff then contact the principals in the research in order to write.

their own stories regarding the research for the faculty-staff newsletter,

the alumni bulletin, and so forth. On such campuses, attempts by adminis-

trators to learn of significant local research otherwise (e.g., through.

surveys of those doing research on campus) have proven largely nonproductive

due largely to lack of consistent, full cooperation. Thus some might argue

that far from being able to look "in" in order to see "out" (i,e., to see

the environment), universities may in fact be oftentimes forced to look

"out" in order to see "in."

7. According to a number of analysts, including Cohen and March (1974) and

Ealdridge and Okimi (1982), a willingness to embrace error and learn from

it, rather than avoid it or cover it up, is a very healthy goal for admin-

istrative leadership on campus. The experimental and open ended nature of

groups like ETEA may foster such a willingness, at least among their parr

ticipants.
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This division of task and personnel regarding arganizational/envirbument re
lations has been placed in a more theoretical context by Bourgeois-(1980).

argues that the environment of an organization may be :categorized into the

"general environment" (the broad outlines of culture, economy, polity, etc.)

and the "task enviroAent" (the parts of the environment relating to the

specific current products of the organization). Organizational strategy may

likewise be categorized into primary strategy (selection of the domains for

primary' efforts) and secondary strategy (competitive approach). Bourgeois

blends these two categories by suggesting that primary strategy is most

concerned with the general- environment, whereas secondary strategy is most

concerned with the task environment. In the context of the university, the

predilections and skills of faculty in their governance role may fit most

closely into the primary strategy/general environment nexus.

9. Evaluation of the ETEA is also made more difficult by the indeterminacy of the

criteria for effectiveness. Not only has there never been an environmental

assessment team before at the University of Minnesota, there has never been

devised a solid method for measuring the contributions of such an effort to

ongoing planning. For example, what issues would have been missed without-

it? There is currently no defensible way to answer such a question.

10. For example, James. March (1982, page 9) has stated, "Iiisanagement'is seen

less as choice and more as discovering new objectives, developing myths and

interpretations of life, and modifying the diffuse beliefs and cultural"

understandings that make organizational events comprehensible and life
O

enjoyable; then it is not-obvious that the best management information

system is a decision support system. Intelligent.mapagers might pay more

for, and attend more to, a system designed to develop interpretations of

events and understandings of history rather than to help sake choices."

Peters and Waterman. (1982), present a similar argument..
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X'-it
"A11. Related points have been raised by Dill (1982). Re argues, however, that

academic culture-is largely inhospitable to the "strategic" orientation, and

sees little hope for the effective integration of the two.

12. For more on this point, see the intriguing discussion of "small wins" by

Weick (1984) and Baldridgeli (1980) discussion of "rules" for successful

implementation-of innovations in political institutions.

13. A number of authors have commented upon the difficulties of implementing

information systems and forecasting models in higher education institutions,

despite the relative acceptance and productivity of those kinds of systems

and models in other settings (see Schmidtlein, 1977; Kirschling, 1976;

Bloomfield and Updegrove, 1981; Reiland, 1983).
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